99 ford contour timing marks

I'm changing the timing belt on my Ford Contour 4 cyl. The two camshaft sprockets already
have marks on them that somebody put on with white paint. The left sprocket has two marks,
one on the center of the sprocket and one on one of the teeth that's about 90 degrees out of line
with the mark in the center. The sprocket on the right has one mark on one tooth. The
crankshaft sprocket has one mark on one tooth. When my crankshaft sprocket is at TDC the left
camshaft sprocket's center mark is at the bottom, and if I turn the crankshaft sprocket one full
turn, the left camshaft's center mark is at the top. So, my question is, what do I need to do to get
everything lined up without taking off the valve cover, or is that even an option? I have never
done one of these without taking the valve cover off. On the opposite end of the cams from the
sprockets, there is a flat machined into each cam so you can hold them. I use a piece of steel
plate which holds them both in phase. Without this step it is very difficult to even get them to
hold still so the belt will go on in the right place. It's not worth the 45 extra minutes you save if
something goes wrong. I'll have to defer to Franksgarag. The whole point here is to achieve
alignment of the camshafts and the crankshaft AND the distributor to achieve proper timing of
the 2. If you do not have a series of depth micrometers and extending arms, a pencil will do
when dropped down the spark plug hole of cyl. When Cylinder No. With this known as a "rough
in", the camshafts and the crankshaft should each have a 'dimple' that are opposite each other
when viewed through the centerlines of each shaft. Most important is to adjust the position of
the crankshaft so that the pencil is maximally extended. Even in our small community there is a
Public Library that keeps a stock of such manuals. Have you tried there? If you do not have
such access, reply back with the VIN no. May be off topic, but I'm curious as I too have a 99
Contour with , miles on it and am considering undertaking this job. Are there any "special" tools
required to perform this job. I have the Haynes, Clymers and the factory service manuals, but
have yet to go digging through them. Just looking for an easy answer on this one. No, but the
flat piece of steel that fits in the back side of the cams locking them together is super helpful.
Nice stainless rectangle, moon-shaped cutout and little tang at the top. These were matched
only in price by the shims that went under the cam followers Looks like I got it using the marks
on the camshaft. I had to readjust four times but I got it. Found the simplest solution: a
mechanic. He came over and helped me out. I really appreciate the advice you all gave. Still
have some loping in the idle and I intend to change the fuel filter. If that still doesn't fix the
problem, I'm looking at a fuel pump, fuel sensor, or having to take off the valve cover after all.
Ok, changed the fuel filter, and it's still not idling correctly. I really can't afford to put more
money into this car and if the timing is wrong, I don't want to take it for a drive and bend a valve.
Someone suggested using a "timing light" to check my timing. Any ideas? New Post.
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"Almost" Good Answers. Sounds like he knows his stuff. Hello, The whole point here is to
achieve alignment of the camshafts and the crankshaft AND the distributor to achieve proper
timing of the 2. Anonymous Poster. Be bald: 1. I've done it myself and had no problems. I just
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99 ford ranger with no brake pedal at all. Transportation: Go. Fair to good mechanic perplexed!
Was this answer helpful? Meaning the pullies all have the same number of ribs. Next that all
pullies spin freely and smoothly besides the crankshaft pulley. Next the alignment of all pullies
should all be straight or in alignment with each other. I use a laser pointer to check that each
pully rib is straight with the other pullies. Once everything checks out good. Let me know what
you find. Let me know if you have other questions. Joe Was this answer helpful? We got it fixed
and the repair man said he fixed the timing belt, sprak plugs, and did a tune up. So not even a
month later my car does the same thing and stops and we take it back to the same repair man
and he says it the fuel pump so he fixs that and that night it stops again and we take it to the
repair again and say he fixing something that tells the car want to do so is he right or is he just
getting us for some money? This should be scanned for codes, fuel pressure checked, checked
for vacuum at idle if 15" or below check for a clogged convverter. Those three things should tell
you something Was this answer helpful? Lucky enough we got to the side of the road. But the
car would not turn over. We had power. And now the car is seating in our driveway after having
it towed. We was told it could be a electracl compound. Or the timing belt. This happen all of a

sudden. No sounds of a thump nothing. Would really like someones help and opinion. For this
car is my baby. And yes I cried till she was home with me. Thanks in advance. Betty Was this
answer helpful? IF it is not broken, then you should check the basics. Fuel or spark. Another
thing you might want to check is if the fuel shut off switch has activated Its should have a
location in your owners manual Cosmo. Since neither of us has a clue about vehicles. And we
did check the fuel thing it was not popped we found that once his brother told us LOL Was this
answer helpful? Where are located the timing marks, Thank you Was this answer helpful?
Replaced broken belt broken again within 3 hrs! Was this answer. You need to check the pullies
that they all match. Refer to the belt routing diagrams on this page. Joe Was this answer. My car
was running and then I started driving and it was making a noise like something was draging
underneath it and then the car stoped. Have the car repaired somewhere else-He should have
fixed the problem the 1st instead of going back and forth-stay far from him-he's a partmans Was
this answer. First take it to another repair shop. Those three things should tell you something
Was this answer. And long would it take to fix all that? About an hour maybe alittle longer of
course that is apro doing it. Betty Was this answer. Well the first thing to check for is if the
timing belt has broken before you try turning it over. Thank you we are waiting for husbands
brother to come down. And we did check the fuel thing it was not popped we found that once
his brother told us LOL Was this answer. So she put on her tangerine lipstick and answered the
door. Where are located the timing marks, Thank you Was this answer. I have a 2. Where are the
timing marks so I check to see. Thanks Ed Was this answer. Go to ur site and look under timing
belt it's on the left Was this answer. Does a ford contour has a timing belt or timing chain? We
need a motor roy Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy to understand
guide on how automotive timing belts work, this information pertains to all timing belt driven
engines. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Its engine is 2. I took it to mechanic he
says its an interference engine and it has damaged the cylinder. I google this information online
and found this engine is not an interference engine. I called the dealership they also say its not
an interference engine. Now before the timing belt broke the exhaust was loud and I wanted to
take the vehicle to mechanic a week before the timing belt broke. Does this imply anything.
Does this mean the cylinders are damaged or could it be something else. I appreciate any
suggestion. Was the compression test done after a new timing belt was installed? Can engine
be started now? Loud exhaust should have noting to do with the problem but if engine had poor
performance and hesitation, there is a possibility the problem was there before the timing belt
broke. Waiting to know if it is worth spending any money on the this vehicle. First I need to
know exactly if this is an interference engine. Is there any way to check if the engine is
interference engine. Was this answer helpful? If the timing belt was not installed, how was the
compression tested? I believe you need another opinion. The mechanic does not seem to know
what he is doing. For the compression test, he aligned the shafts and through the spark plug
hole he feed the air and with the compression gauge he measured the leak. But the timing belt
was not installed. I am curious to know how did you find the engine is not an interference
engine. I will probably take it to some other mechanic I guess. For Compression test mechanic
aligned the shafts first for every cylinder and then used the compression gauge with one side
showing the pressure applied to the engine through the spark plug hole and the other side the
return pressure from the engine. Not sure if this is right. I am also curious to know how did you
find the engine is not an interference engine. I will consider your recommendation and take it to
an other mechanic. Technicians within the circle have encountered skipped tooth and broken
belts and none have mentioned any problem with the valve trains. With VCT, would just aligning
the shafts be adequate? A compression test won't tell you what percentage of loss you have.
And this motor is not an interference motor. It must have been a leak down test, in which case
you still need the belt to be installed. I would seek another opinion if I wee you. I did take the
crank shaft gear off for the timing belt and theres a washer, I can't remember is it suppose togo
between the engine block and gear Or the gear first and then the washer? Please help! Thanks
please tell me all possible causes Was this answer helpful? If that is the case, the pulley may be
forward too far causing the belt to walk off. Also, you may want to use a straight edge to make
sure the pulleys are even. Let me know what you find. About six weeks later the belt needed
changing again. I replaced it again, I decided to check belt condition. After removing the coverI
found the belt had been wearing on the cover. The belt was drifting off the gears. What needs to
be replaced? Hi Folks, My Ford contour 99 model timing belt broke when driving. Do you. If it is
not an interference engine, then the valves should not have been damaged by the bad timing
belt. Was this answer. The timing belt is not yet installed and we can not start the engine. This
engine is NOT an interference engine and to test compression, you need to have the timing belt
installed. Thanks for your response. Our database ibndicates it is not an inteference engine. So
does anyone Know if an accurate Compression test can be taken without replacing the timing

belt? That was not a compression test that he performed, it was a leak down test right? That is
not how a compression test is performed. En
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gine Mechanical problem Ford Contour 4 cyl Front Wheel Drive Automatic I have changed the
timing belt 3 times now, and they all keep shredding on the timing belt cover, I changed all the
components the first time, I've gone through it thoroughly and can't see whats making the belt
pull out and shred on the timing cover. Thanks please tell me all possible causes Was this
answer. I believe it goes second. May not have tensioner adjusted start at 4 o'clock see diagram
Then rotae counterclockwise till is aligns with index. If timing belt broke while trying to start car
will the valves bend? Not likely, no. Thank you. What are attempting to do? If replace timing belt
on that engine is a major job Was this answer. No, if that is the original engine, it is NOT an
interference engine. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy to understand guide on how
automotive timing belts work, this information pertains to all timing belt driven engines.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

